**Path to Add a New NRA Instructor Discipline**

- **Have you taken Basic Instructor Training within the past two years?**
  - Yes
    - Successfully complete the Pre-course Interview and Questionnaire and successfully complete the Pre-Course Qualification exam and exercises for each discipline you wish to complete.
  - No
    - Discuss with NRA Training Counselor running the course to determine whether or not you need to take Basic Instructor Training.

- **Have you taught NRA Firearm courses within the past two years?**
  - Yes
    - Successfully complete NRA Instructor Training Course in the discipline(s) you wish to teach (e.g., NRA Basic Rifle Course), and receive the endorsement of the NRA Training Counselor conducting that training. (Taking the course does not guarantee you will become an NRA Instructor)
  - No
    - **NRA Instructors must be 21 or older**
    - **NRA Associate Instructors must be 18 or older**
    - **NRA Apprentice Instructors must be 13 to 17 years old.**